
Claudio Missagia

To invite us symbolically into the observer&rsquo;s mind and into the artist&rsquo;s creative process, Missagia has come up with a magical word:
passages as a title leading us inside his intuitive process and casting us afloat in his imaginative inner stream of consciousness.
 A passage crossed, as in a space or place, from one to another. Depart and return, go backwards and forwards. Passage from one state to another via
the transformation of matter, yet also the colour of the artist&rsquo;s spirit &ndash; nay, soul.

 Should we rest our eyes on a canvas, then upon another, and hence continually, we find we have explored the creativity of an artist, carried us gently
along with the water that flows, feeds out and gives life to emotions. Water of an underground river that fertilises the soil of our emotional life employing
the elements necessary for us to prosper.

Claudio Missagia was born in Valdagno, Italy, in 1959. After earning a degree in economics, Missagia focused on painting. He went to Venice for
inspiration. Currently his works involve the inclusion of apples, oranges, and lemons, as well as collages, which give an overall fragmented look. Thanks
to these natural elements, he succeeds to build charming landscapes that provide us calm and peaceful atmosphere. When we focus on these
landscapes, we can easily feel the delicate sun&rsquo;s warm rays on our skin. His preferred themes are carpets, ancient documents, letters, maps and
landscapes. Nowadays, he also works to capture the cold and delicate transparencies of bottles and vases.
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